Formation and regulation of excitatory glutamatergic synapses is essential for shaping neural circuits throughout development. In a Drosophila genetic screen for synaptogenesis mutants, we identified mind the gap (mtg), which encodes a secreted, extracellular N-glycosaminoglycan-binding protein. MTG is expressed neuronally and detected in the synaptic cleft, and is required to form the specialized transsynaptic matrix that links the presynaptic active zone with the post-synaptic glutamate receptor (GluR) domain. Null mtg embryonic mutant synapses exhibit greatly reduced GluR function, and a corresponding loss of localized GluR domains. All known post-synaptic signaling/scaffold proteins functioning upstream of GluR localization are also grossly reduced or mislocalized in mtg mutants, including the dPix-dPak-Dock cascade and the Dlg/PSD-95 scaffold. Ubiquitous or neuronally targeted mtg RNA interference (RNAi) similarly reduce post-synaptic assembly, whereas post-synaptically targeted RNAi has no effect, indicating that presynaptic MTG induces and maintains the post-synaptic pathways driving GluR domain formation. These findings suggest that MTG is secreted from the presynaptic terminal to shape the extracellular synaptic cleft domain, and that the cleft domain functions to mediate transsynaptic signals required for post-synaptic development.
Glutamatergic synapse formation and maturation is critical for sculpting neural circuits. Synaptogenesis defects cause crippling neurological disabilities ranging from motor ataxias to profound mental retardation, and subsequent modulation of glutamatergic synapses is a lifelong dynamic process underlying the ability to learn and remember (Kim and Sheng 2004; Malenka and Bear 2004; Perez-Otano and Ehlers 2005) . A critical hypothesis, developed largely from the vertebrate neuromuscular junction (NMJ) model (Sanes and Lichtman 2001) , is that presynaptic signals trigger post-synaptic assembly and modulation. Proposed secreted signals include Agrin (Sanes and Lichtman 2001; Bezakova and Ruegg 2003; Misgeld et al. 2005) , WNTs (Hall et al. 2000; Packard et al. 2002; Salinas 2003) , FGFs (Umemori et al. 2004) , and Narp (O'Brien et al. 1999 Mi et al. 2002 Mi et al. , 2004 .
Transmembrane synaptic signaling proteins include SynCAM (Biederer et al. 2002; Sara et al. 2005) , EphrinBEphB (Bruckner et al. 1999; Dalva et al. 2000) , and ␤-neurexin/neuroligin (Scheiffele et al. 2000; Dean et al. 2003; Scheiffele 2003; Graf et al. 2004; Chih et al. 2005; Levinson et al. 2005; Nam and Chen 2005; Sara et al. 2005) . Both classes of signals are proposed to interact intimately with a specialized synaptic cleft extracellular matrix (ECM), which is molecularly distinct from nonsynaptic ECM (Dityatev and Schachner 2003; Martin 2003b; Nishimune et al. 2004; Dityatev and Schachner 2006) .
Synaptic cleft ECM components include heterotrimeric (␣/␤/␥) laminin glycoproteins (Nishimune et al. 2004 ) and heparan sulfate proteoglycans (HSPGs), which bind extracellular glucuronic acid and N-acetyl glucosamine (GlcNAc) polysaccharides (Johnson et al. 2006; Viapiano and Matthews 2006) . The secreted HSPGs Agrin and Perlecan are established regulators of NMJ synaptogenesis (Sanes and Lichtman 2001; Bezakova and Ruegg 2003; Kummer et al. 2004 Kummer et al. , 2006 Misgeld et al. 2005) . The HSPG Syndecan (Sdc)-2 is similarly implicated in hippocampal synapse formation and plasticity (Ethell and Yamaguchi 1999; Ethell et al. 2001; Ethell and Pasquale 2005) . ECM signaling at the mammalian NMJ also acts via the ␣/␤-dystroglycan-glycoprotein complex (DGC) (Henry and Campbell 1996; Grady et al. 2000) . Numerous integrin receptors localize to mammalian NMJs and central glutamatergic synapses, and integrin-ECM interactions regulate aspects of synaptic development and modulation, including glutamatergic transmission and plasticity (Bahr et al. 1997; Staubli et al. 1998; Bahr 2000; Chavis and Westbrook 2001; Chan et al. 2003 Chan et al. , 2006 Kramar et al. 2003 Kramar et al. , 2006 Lin et al. 2003; Bernard-Trifilo et al. 2005; Shi and Ethell 2006; Webb et al. 2006 Webb et al. , 2007 .
The Drosophila glutamatergic NMJ contains an ultrastructurally distinctive synaptic cleft ECM present only between pre-and post-synaptic densities (Prokop 1999) , but little is known of its molecular composition. HSPGs, including laminin-binding Sdc (Fox and Zinn 2005; Johnson et al. 2006 ) and GPI-anchored Dallylike (Dlp) (Johnson et al. 2006) , and the secreted Hikaru Genki (HIG) (Hoshino et al. 1996 (Hoshino et al. , 1999 are localized to the cleft ECM and regulate synaptic differentiation. A post-synaptic Dystrophin scaffold has recently been shown to regulate NMJ maturation (van der Plas et al. 2006) . Drosophila WNT Wingless (Wg) is a secreted anterograde synaptic maturation signal that acts via its pre/post-synaptic receptor Frizzled (Dfz2) (Packard et al. 2002; Marques 2005; Mathew et al. 2005; Ataman et al. 2006) . Integrin ECM receptors and laminin are localized to NMJ synapses and regulate synapse formation, and both structural and functional development (Prokop et al. 1998; Beumer et al. 1999 Beumer et al. , 2002 Rohrbough et al. 2000; Hakeda-Suzuki et al. 2002) .
The Drosophila NMJ post-synaptic domain contains two subclasses of tetrameric AMPA/kainate-like glutamate receptors (GluRs), composed of either IIA (A-class) or IIB (B-class) subunits, in combination with common required IIC, IID, and IIE subunits (Petersen et al. 1997; DiAntonio et al. 1999; Featherstone et al. 2005; Qin et al. 2005) . The PDZ-domain scaffold Discs Large (Dlg), a PSD-95/ SAP70 homolog (Lahey et al. 1994) , plays a key role in localizing post-synaptic proteins (Ashley et al. 2005; Gorczyca et al. 2007 ) including B-class GluRs . The Drosophila p21-activated kinase (dPak), a serine threonine kinase activated by GTPases Rac and Cdc42 (Harden et al. 1996; Newsome et al. 2000; Mentzel and Raabe 2005) , and its localizing Rhotype GEF, dPix (Werner and Manseau 1997; Hakeda-Suzuki et al. 2002) , also play essential roles in the postsynaptic domain. dPAK interacts directly via its kinase domain with Dlg, and is required for Dlg synaptic expression (Parnas et al. 2001; Albin and Davis 2004) . In a second pathway, dPak binding to the adaptor Dreadlocks (Dock) (Albin and Davis 2004) , a Src homology (SH3 and SH2)-containing Nck homolog (Rao and Zipursky 1998; Ang et al. 2003; Rao 2005) , regulates A-class GluR abundance (Albin and Davis 2004) . The dPix-dPak-Dock and dPak-Dlg pathways therefore converge to regulate localization of both GluR classes in the post-synaptic domain.
Extensive work in this model system has established that the presynaptic neuron induces post-synaptic differentiation, inducing development and modulation of GluR domains (Broadie and Bate 1993a,b,c; Saitoe et al. 1997 Saitoe et al. , 2001 Featherstone et al. 2002; Sigrist et al. 2003; . GluR domain formation involves lateral membrane receptor diffusion, receptor sequestration/anchoring mechanisms, regulated GluR subunit transcription, and local post-synaptic translation (Broadie and Bate 1993b; Sigrist et al. 2000 Sigrist et al. , 2003 Rasse et al. 2005) . To define the molecular mechanisms regulating functional post-synaptic differentiation, we undertook a systematic mutagenesis screen to isolate mutants with defective post-synaptic assembly. This approach has revealed mind the gap (mtg), which encodes a secreted protein required for the formation of the synaptic cleft matrix, as well as a localization of the signaling pathways regulating GluR domains. Presynaptic mtg knockdown inhibits post-synaptic differentiation, indicating that presynaptically secreted MTG organizes the extracellular cleft domain and is critically required for transsynaptic signaling that induces post-synaptic differentiation.
Results

Isolation and mapping of mind the gap (mtg) mutants
The mind the gap (mtg) mutation was isolated from a screen of >6000 lines for mutants with severely disrupted functional differentiation at the glutamatergic NMJ. EMS-mutagenized lines carrying the rucuca third chromosome markers (ru, h, th, st, cu, sr, e, ca) (Fig. 1A) were sequentially screened for mature embryonic/early larval lethality, normal gross anatomy and neuromuscular architecture, paralysis/reduced movement, and lastly, impaired neurotransmission at the embryonic NMJ. Mature mtg 1 mutant embryos (21-22 h) are completely paralyzed, exhibiting no spontaneous or touchevoked movement, and 100% failure to hatch. Mutant embryos have normal body anatomy, and morphologically normal nervous system, musculature and NMJs. Manually hatched mtg 1 embryos display weakened cuticle, and phenotypic posterior gut herniation; a few briefly display only slight, uncoordinated movement in saline, but no indication of neurally induced body wall peristalsis. All mtg mutants show severely compromised NMJ function (see below), indicating that mtg is an essential gene required for glutamatergic synapse formation and function.
The mtg locus was mapped by recombination onto a wild-type (OR-R) chromosome, followed by complementation mapping with a defined set of genomic deficiencies (Fig. 1A) ) were made by imprecise Pelement mobilization (Fig. 1B) .
To identify the mtg gene, flanking DNA was isolated from both mtg P2 from the TAG stop codon of gene CG15864, and immediately upstream of gene CG7549 (Fig. 1B) . All three upstream ORFs (CG33722, CG18749, CG15864) were sequenced in mtg 1 mutants and rucuca controls, and no mutant nucleotide changes were found. In contrast, the immediately downstream gene CG7549 contains a single nucleotide change in the ORF coding region, converting Q134 to a stop codon resulting in premature termination (Fig. 1B) . 5Ј RACE (rapid amplification of cDNA end) was used to identify the first three exons, which are not predicted in the existing FlyBase annotation and sequence databases for CG7549, and three alternately spliced CG7549 transcripts (Fig. 1B) Two regions of highly ordered structure are indicated by horizontal bars; region 1 (amino acids 1-60) includes the signal peptide and likely represents ␣-helix; region 2 (amino acids 400-475) closely corresponds to the CBM/ ECM-binding domain, an ordered structure with six cysteines predicted to form three disulfide bridges. The solid plotted line (filter) represents predicted disorder probability (DISOPRED); the dotted plot (output) includes shorter regions with lower confidence disorder predictions. The horizontal dashed line represents the order/disorder 5% threshold (5% assumed false-positive rate for disorder). (E) Alignment of the MTG predicted GlcNAc-binding domain (amino acids 401-459) with conserved domains. The six consensus cysteines (green) are shown in boxes. Aligned sequences are 1(DQC) crab tachycitin chain A, chitin domain type ChtBD2 (1), (AAF49053) Drosophila peritrophin-A domain CBM14 (2), (AAF49054) CBM14 from CG17145 (3), (AAF49978) CBM14 from CG6947 (4), (AAF49978) CBM14, also in CG6947 (5), (AAF50778) CBM14 in CG4835 (6), (CAB07215) C. elegans peritrophin-A domain ChtBD2 from H02I12.1 (7), (AAF49985) Drosophila peritrophin domain CBM14 from CG7252 (8), (AAF55402) CBM14 from CG4090 (9), and (AAF56085) CBM14 from CG13837 (10). 567 nt of intron 1. Part or all of the original element (P3) is also present in both deletion alleles (Fig. 1B) . The mtg 1 Q134 point mutation is 102 nt into exon 5. RT-PCR confirmed a predicted reduction in CG7549 mRNA levels for mtg P2 ( Supplementary Fig. S1 ), predicting mRNA reductions for the other P-element alleles. The longest mtg transcript encodes a predicted 556-amino-acid, 62.4-kDa protein. The two shorter transcripts lack 5Ј-untranslated region (UTR) and exon 2, and initiate at the next available methionine downstream from Q134 in exon 5, encoding predicted proteins of 43.4 kDa (Fig. 1B) .
So far, we have been unable to rescue mtg mutant phenotypes using the GAL4-UAS system to drive ubiquitous (Uh1 Gal4) or nervous system (elav Gal4) expression of a wild-type mtg transgene. A likely explanation is that the Gal4-UAS approach is unable to correctly replicate the endogenous level and pattern of endogenous mtg gene expression during synaptogenesis. Gal4-driven mtg overexpression may also be deleterious, and therefore prevent mutant rescue. However, the two best alternative proofs provide strong evidence that CG7549 is the mtg gene. First, precise excision of the P-element in CG7549 (mtg
P3
) completely rescues the mutant, while the adjacent P4H gene shows no mutation in mtg 1 , strongly indicating that this insertion is solely responsible for mtg phenotypes. Second, a transgenic mtg RNA interference (RNAi) line phenocopies mtg lethality and genetically interacts with mtg 1 , and produces synaptic defects consistent with mtg mutant phenotypes (see below). In all subsequent studies, Df(CA3) is used as a deletion null, mtg 1 as a predicted functional null, and mtg P2-P5 as partial loss-of-function hypomorphic alleles.
MTG is a predicted secreted, N-acetyl-glycosaminoglycan-binding protein
The MTG protein has an N-terminal 19-amino-acid secretion signal peptide, with a cleavage site at T20 (Fig.  1C) , and a predicted molecular weight (MW) of 60.2 kDa for the cleaved, secreted product. The N-terminal third of the protein contains a 41-amino-acid, highly glutamine-and leucine-rich domain, predicting an ordered ␣-helical structure (Fig. 1C,D) . This domain contains the premature stop codon in mtg
1
. The C-terminal half of the protein contains a highly structured, 51-amino-acid ␣-helical domain with homology with extracellular carbohydrate-binding (CBM-14/19) and chitin-binding peritrophin-A domains (ChtBD-2) ( Fig. 1C-E) . Related domains conserved in other extracellular proteins, including the classic synaptic cleft marker wheat germ agglutinin (WGA) (Martin 2002 (Martin , 2003b , have specific binding affinity for GlcNAc. The structured "ECM-binding" domain contains six conserved cysteines, predicted to form three disulfide bridges stabilizing a folded or knotted structure, and is related to similar extracellular domains within the "cysteine knot"-containing protein superfamily. This family includes carbohydrate-binding lectins (e.g., WGA), knottins, neuronal ion channel-binding toxins, and secreted mucins, glycohormones, and growth factors including EGF and TGF␤ (Vitt et al. 2001 ; Knottin database, http://knottin.cbs.cnrs.fr). The type 1 EGF domain is also present in laminins, which function as ECM integrin-ligands, and many other EGF signaling proteins.
To directly test the prediction that the MTG protein is secreted, an expression vector containing a mtg-GFP fusion construct was transfected into cultured Drosophila S2 cells. Twenty-four hours to 48 h following induction, MTG-GFP fluorescence was faintly visible in transfected living and fixed cells, compared with more intensely fluorescent Tau-GFP-transfected control cultures. A 105-kDa MTG-GFP protein recognized by anti-GFP antibodies, was found on Western gels of MTG-transfected cultures and was absent from Tau-GFP-transfected control cultures (Supplementary Fig. S2 ; data not shown). The expected size of GFP-tagged MTG is 89 kDa, suggesting post-translational modification of the expressed MTG protein (see below). A larger band of ∼250 kDa may represent a dimer, or a more highly glycosylated form of MTG-GFP, while a smaller 50-kDa band may represent a cleavage product. All three bands are specific to MTG-GFP cultures and are not observed in Tau-GFP-transfected control cultures. The MTG-GFP bands are present in concentrated culture supernatant from MTG-GFPtransfected cultures, consistent with MTG secretion into the extracellular environment ( Supplementary Fig.  S2 ). We next used confocal microscopy to image S2 cell MTG-GFP and anti-GFP fluorescence to examine MTG cellular expression, and determine whether secreted protein was localized to the cell surface ( Fig. 2A,B ). Cultures were processed with detergent (Triton X) or detergentfree conditions to distinguish between total (permeablized) and surface (unpermeablized) protein staining. In detergent-treated cells, MTG-GFP is internally localized in concentrated aggregates, many located peripherally near the cell membrane, as well as diffusely within the cytoplasm ( Fig. 2A) . With detergent-free staining, MTG-expressing cells were identifiable by internal MTG-GFP expression. Surface anti-GFP staining of MTG-expressing cells typically revealed numerous aggregates distributed to the cell periphery and externally on the cell surface, which could be confirmed by examining Z-axis rotations of imaged staining (Fig. 2B ). This protein distribution suggests that intracellular MTG protein is aggregated or packaged near the cell surface and secreted, but that secreted protein can remain bound to the cell surface. In contrast, in detergent-free conditions no external anti-GFP staining was detected for nonpermeablized Tau-GFP-expressing cells, despite much higher levels of internal GFP protein, or in untransfected controls, indicating the specificity of MTG-GFP outer surface localization (Fig. 2C) .
To directly test the prediction that MTG binds the GlcNAc moiety present on extracellular proteoglycans, we assayed protein binding to GlcNAc-conjugated agarose beads in extracts from wild-type controls and homozygous Df(CA3) embryos that lack the mtg gene (Fig.  2D) . In total protein-stained gels, a number of proteins bind to and are enriched from total lysate by GlcNAc beads (Fig. 2D) . Several of these GlcNAc-binding protein bands are clearly absent in Df(CA3) lysates (Fig. 2D) . Wild-type and mutant embryo protein extracts were next probed by Western blot, using anti-MTG peptide antibodies raised against sequences from the C-terminal half of the protein. Each antibody similarly recognizes multiple protein bands on Western blots of wild-type embryos. To enrich MTG product and confirm predicted MTG binding specificity, GlcNAc-conjugated beads were used to concentrate proteins from total embryonic lysate. Anti-MTG detectably recognized proteins of 121 kDa and >250 kDa in total lysate (Fig. 2E) . The GlcNAc bead-enriched fraction contained the 121-kDa and >250-kDa proteins, as well as a 67-kDa band recognized by anti-MTG. All three bands were absent in mtg-null mutants (Fig. 2E) , suggesting three MTG isoforms. MTG was only weakly eluted from the beads by N,NЈ-diacetylchitobiose, a dimer of GlcNAc. The MTG protein contains two predicted N-glycosylation sites, and five mucin-type, GalNAc O-glycosylation sites. The larger MW MTG-immunoreactive proteins therefore likely represent glycosylated forms of the 60.2-kDa MW protein predicted by primary sequence. To test this hypothesis, the lysate, bead-bound, and eluted protein fractions were each enzymatically deglycosylated (see Materials and Methods). Following deglycosylation, the beadbound and eluted fractions show a single weak MTGimmunoreactive band of ∼60 kDa, equal to the predicted MW of MTG (Fig. 2F ). This band was absent from Df(CA3) bead and eluted fractions, indicating its specificity. These results show that MTG is a secreted glycosylated protein, and binds the extracellular GlcNAc moiety known to be concentrated within the synaptic cleft.
MTG expression peaks during embryonic NMJ synaptogenesis
Assays of mtg mRNA levels throughout development show that mRNA abundance is very low during the first half of embryogenesis (0-12 h after fertilization). Expression increases sharply at 12-13 h to a peak level at 16-17 h, then declines sharply from 18 to 20 h ( Fig. 2G,H ). Message level persists at a low level throughout late embryogenesis and subsequent larval stages, with a small transient peak during L2. Expression again transiently increases on the third day after pupariation, and declines prior to adult eclosion (data not shown). In the adult, the mtg message in the head is elevated relative to the rest of the body, consistent with neuronal function. The developmental mtg expression pattern therefore correlates closely with known periods of synaptogenesis (Broadie and Bate 1993a,c) and the expression profiles of other known synaptic genes, suggesting an important role for mtg in this process. For example, still life (sif), a presynaptic rho-GEF required for synaptogenesis, is expressed from 16 h in the embryo (Sone et al. 1997) . Hikaru genki (hig), a secreted synaptic cleft protein important for adult central synaptogenesis, is likewise highly expressed at 16-24 h in embryonic neurons, as well as in the late pupa (Hoshino et al. 1996 (Hoshino et al. , 1999 .
Dissected control and mutant embryos were assayed with anti-MTG antibodies to examine MTG protein localization, in combination with neuronal and synaptic markers. Mature 20-22-h mutant embryos [mtg 1 /mtg 1 and mtg 1 /Df(CA3)] probed with the anti-horsradish peroxidase (HRP) neuronal membrane marker display morphologically normal CNS and ventral nerve cord (VNC), and normal peripheral axon extension, branching, and targeting ( Fig. 3A,B ; data not shown). NMJ formation and presynaptic terminals appear correctly and stereotypically formed ( Fig. 3B ; see also Figs. 6, 7, below) . In control wild-type embryos, anti-MTG staining shows expression in the CNS, VNC, and body wall musculature (Fig.  3A ,B). MTG staining is notably concentrated within embryonic neuronal cell bodies, including identified motor neurons at the VNC midline, and motor neurons in lateral VNC regions (Fig. 3A) , and is also detectable in segmental nerves and peripheral nerve branches, consistent with a neuronal expression pattern. MTG muscle staining is present in proximity to NMJs, but is not selectively enriched at embryonic NMJs (Fig. 3B ). MTG staining level is clearly reduced in homozygous mtg 1 and mtg 1 /Df(CA3) mutant embryos (Fig. 3A,B ). As noted above, mtg 1 mutants potentially synthesize a short MTG isoform recognized by anti-MTG Abs, which may account for residual staining in mutants. We further assayed MTG staining in mtg RNAi larvae ubiquitously expressing UAS-mtg-RNAi (UH1-Gal4/UAS mtg RNAi; Fig. 3C ). Ubiquitous RNAi animals have significantly reduced mtg transcript levels at embryonic stages (see below), and die as seceond instar larvae. At control larval NMJs double-stained for synaptic markers, MTG staining is clearly concentrated to synaptic or perisynaptic regions at many terminals, and also concentrated at muscle ends and muscle attachment sites, where other synaptic scaffolding, cytoskeletal, and ECM proteinsincluding dPak, Dlg, and integrins-are developmentally expressed (Fig. 3C ). MTG level is clearly reduced throughout mtg RNAi larvae, including neuronal, muscle, and NMJ regions (Fig. 3C) . Since mtg mRNA level peaks at 16-17 h, during early-mid stages of embryonic synaptogenesis, these results suggest that MTG protein becomes increasingly concentrated at the NMJ during development.
MTG expression at NMJ boutons and synaptic cleft
MTG staining is reproducibly detected at NMJ boutons in third instar larvae (Fig. 3D,F ). At a confocal imaging level, MTG bouton staining partly overlaps with HRPstained presynaptic terminal membrane, as well as with Dlg-stained post-synaptic subsynaptic reticulum (SSR) membrane domains ( Fig. 3D,F ; data not shown), in addition to associated perisynaptic regions. The pattern of anti-MTG localization at larval NMJs also resembles the NMJ labeling pattern of the GlcNAc-specific lectin WGA (Fig. 3E ), strongly suggesting that Drosophila synaptic extracellular and cleft matrix is concentrated in GlcNAc molecules recognized in common by both MTG and WGA. To more precisely localize MTG synaptic localization, immuno-EM studies were conducted using four anti-MTG sera and secondary immunogold labeling (10 or 25 nm colloidal gold) ( Fig. 3G-I ). Quantified measurements of labeling incidence and density were made in image profiles that included presynaptic boutons, active zones (AZ), post-synaptic SSR, and an area of surrounding nonsynaptic muscle (25,000× magnification) ( Fig. 3G-I ; Supplementary Table S1). MTG gold grains were consistently detected in both synaptic and perisynaptic domains, with ∼60% of label detected in presynaptic boutons and surrounding SSR (n = 52 profiles). At higher magnification, label is detected within several specific synaptic subdomains ( Fig. 3G-I ). In 35 out of 52 profiles, gold grains were localized within the presynaptic terminal, in many cases (20 out of 35) with grains closely associated with the plasma membrane (Fig. 3G) . In several terminals, multiple gold grains were concentrated within an ∼100 nm radius (Fig. 3H) , consistent with packaging of MTG protein within secretory vesicles. In 96% of the sections examined (50 out of 52), gold grains were located within the SSR domain (Fig. 3G ). SSR-localized grains made up ∼36% of the total grains scored/section, and were distributed both singly and as localized clusters, suggesting MTG protein is spatially concentrated within the SSR. Strikingly, in ∼35% of profiles (18 out of 52) one or more gold grains was located within a defined area (0.098 µm 2 ) encompassing the AZ and synaptic cleft. In the majority (10 out of 18) of these instances, gold label was specifically localized to the extracellular synaptic cleft domain immediately under an AZ T-bar structure (Fig. 3I ), confirmed by serial sectioning. Quantified gold mean labeling density within defined AZ areas was threefold higher (7.8 ± 1.2 µm ) (Supplementary Table S2 ). MTG localization both within presynaptic boutons and the post-synaptic SSR is consistent with its secretion at the NMJ synapse. In particular, MTG localization by immuno-EM to the synaptic cleft domain supports the hypothesis that MTG is secreted to function within the synaptic cleft matrix.
MTG is required for functional post-synaptic differentiation
To determine the cause of mtg mutant paralysis, wholecell patch-clamp recordings were made from muscle 6 at the mature embryonic (20-22 h) NMJ synapse (Fig. 4) . Wild-type NMJs exhibit large amplitude (1-1.5 nA) spontaneous excitatory junctional currents (EJCs) driven by spontaneous neuronal action potentials, and occasional patterned EJC bursts driven by central locomotory generator activity (Broadie and Bate 1993c; Baines et al. 1999 Baines et al. , 2001 (Fig. 4A,B allele, which displays movement in the eggcase but fails to hatch, exhibits insignificantly reduced evoked EJC amplitude compared with control (1085 ± 208 pA, n = 5), consistent with a hypomorphic phenotype (see also below). These results show that MTG function is required for the maturation of NMJ synaptic function.
To determine whether the transmission impairment is pre-or post-synaptic, GluR-gated currents were recorded in response to focally applied L-glutamate, applied either by pressure application (Featherstone et al. 2000 (Featherstone et al. , 2002 or iontophoresis (Rohrbough et al. 2004) , which maximally activates the synaptic GluR population, allowing assessment of overall receptor function. Glutamate response is severely reduced at mtg mutant synapses, indicating that mutant evoked transmission deficits are due largely or entirely to a deficit in post-synaptic GluR function (Fig. 4C) . In mtg 1 mutants, mean glutamate response amplitude is reduced to 20.8 ± 4.1% of control (Fig. 4D) . Glutamate response amplitude is also significantly reduced in mtg P2 /Df(CA3) embryos (60.2 ± 5.4% of control; P < 0.02; n = 6) ( Fig. 4D) , confirming that mtg P2 behaves as a hypomorphic mtg allele. As a further functional post-synaptic assay, miniature EJCs (mEJCs) were recorded in saline containing 0.5 mM external Ca 2+ and TTX to block spontaneous action potentials. Under these conditions, mEJCs are presumed to represent the activation of single, distinct post-synaptic GluR aggregates by spontaneous presynaptic vesicle fusion and quantal transmitter release. The mtg 1 mEJC mean amplitude is significantly reduced (wild type: 83 ± 9 pA, n = 7; mtg 1 : 58 ± 9 pA, n = 9; P < 0.01; mtg
P2
: 110 ± 19 pA, n = 5; P > 0.2), indicating a decrease in functional synaptic GluRs. Mean mEJC frequencies did not vary significantly between wild type (5.0 ± 1. ; GluRIIA-myc embryos remain at the severely impaired amplitudes of mtg 1 mutants (Fig. 4D) , suggesting a defect in GluR function downstream from receptor gene expression.
MTG is required to form the synaptic cleft matrix
Synaptic ultrastructure was examined by electron microscopy to assess overall pre-and post-synaptic mor- (Fig. 5A) . Quantified comparisons between control and mutants showed no significant differences (P Ն 0.3) in mean mutant bouton cross-sectional area, mitochondria size, or number of synaptic vesicles clustered at AZ (Fig. 5A ; data not shown). Mutant terminals exhibit a significant increase in the incidence of plasma membrane cisternae structures, a 33% increase in total synaptic vesicle density (P < 0.001 vs. wild type) and an increase in vesicles docked at the presynaptic membrane (mtg: 3.6 ± 0.4, wild type: 2.2 ± 0.3; P < 0.01; n = 48). These presynaptic changes cannot account for the post-synaptic dysfunction, but the increase in vesicle density and docked vesicles could potentially represent an additional deficit in secretory processes, or a compensatory response to a loss of post-synaptic GluR function (DiAntonio et al. 1999) , in the absence of MTG.
The synaptic cleft and post-synaptic domains in mtg mutants both exhibit overtly abnormal ultrastructural profiles. Wild-type synapses are characterized by strongly electron-dense pre-and post-synaptic membranes, and a prominent, highly electron-dense matrix, which is tightly restricted to the extracellular space between electron-dense pre-and post-synaptic membranes immediately underlying the AZ (Fig. 5A,C) . In mtg-null mutants, the electron-dense matrix material is greatly reduced or strikingly absent (Fig. 5C) . In wild-type and mtg 1 /+ controls, only 20% of synapses contain light/absent synaptic cleft matrix; in contrast, a loss or reduction of cleft matrix is apparent at 60% of mutant synapses. This phenotype is specific to the cleft matrix domain, since normal AZ T-bars are nevertheless present presynaptically at mutant synapses lacking electron-dense cleft matrix (Fig. 5C) . Post-synaptically, >80% of wild-type synapses are packed with electron-dense, 20-nm structures shown previously to be polyribosomes that mediate local translation of post-synaptic proteins, including GluRs (Sigrist et al. 2000) . This polyribosome domain lies directly opposite and adjacent to the presynaptic AZ and synaptic cleft (Fig. 5A-C) . Post-synaptic polyribosomes are clearly reduced in number and density at >65% of mtg mutant synapses, and instead are typically found in dispersed patches, rather than the tight packing found in normal post-synaptic domains (Fig. 5B ). Therefore, loss of the local post-synaptic ribosome population may contribute to the loss of GluR responsiveness in the absence of MTG. 
MTG is required for formation of post-synaptic GluR domains
The loss of post-synaptic function in mtg mutants could be due to either a failure to form post-synaptic GluR domains apposing presynaptic AZ or a loss of GluR function, or a combination of both. To address these possibilities, GluR localization and distribution was examined using antibodies against the requisite receptor subunits IIC and IID (Fig. 6) . Both IIC and IID are contained in all known GluRs, and therefore reveal the total GluR population in the embryonic muscle and developing NMJ Qin et al. 2005; DiAntonio 2006) . In wild-type control embryonic synapses, GluRs are tightly localized to NMJ domains and present at only a low level in extrasynaptic regions of the muscle (Fig. 6A,B (Fig. 6A ) and GluRIID staining (Fig.  6B) , mtg mutants show a loss of GluR puncta specifically clustered opposite the presynaptic terminal, and GluR staining dispersed in nonsynaptic muscle areas. Mutant GluRs appear to form small aggregates, but there is no preferential synaptic targeting or enrichment of these aggregates. These results suggest that GluRs in mtg mutants are synthesized and assembled, but are either incorrectly localized to extrasynaptic regions, or fail to be retained in post-synaptic domains and so disperse to nonsynaptic areas. Moreover, dispersed receptors are largely nonfunctional, or not located on the cell surface, since neither puff-applied nor iontophoretically applied glutamate evokes a substantial mutant post-synaptic current in physiological recordings (Fig. 4C,D) . MTG thus clearly plays a critical role in the post-synaptic localization of GluRs, and the specific targeting of GluR to punctate domains opposite to presynaptic AZ. The loss of GluR localization provides a mechanistic explanation for the functional silencing of the mtg mutant synapse.
MTG acts upstream of the post-synaptic pathways localizing GluRs
Previous studies have characterized the dPix-dPak-DlgDock molecular pathways regulating GluR localization at the Drosophila NMJ (Parnas et al. 2001 ; Albin and Our results indicate that MTG is secreted and acts within the synaptic cleft matrix, predicting that MTG should act in, or upstream of, the established post-synaptic GluR localization pathways. To investigate whether the loss of MTG disrupts these signaling pathways, we next examined synaptic expression levels and the spatial distribution of dPix, dPak, Dlg, and Dock in control and mtg mutant embryos (Fig. 7) .
The PDZ-domain synaptic scaffold Dlg plays critical roles in the post-synaptic localization of numerous proteins including GluRs . Dlg is strongly expressed at wild-type embryonic NMJs in a post-synaptic region overlapping with and surrounding the presynaptic terminal (Fig. 7A) (Fig. 7A,B) shows that mutant NMJ presynaptic morphology and SV levels appear normal, and that the postsynaptic loss of Dlg occurs in the presence of a morphologically normal synapse. The dPak kinase directly interacts with Dlg, and binds Dock to direct GluR localization (Albin and Davis 2004) . dPak is tightly localized in wild-type embryos to post-synaptic punctae apposing AZ domains, closely resembling the GluR domains, and also strongly concentrated at muscle attachment sites (Fig. 7B) . In mtg mutants, dPak localization is strikingly abnormal, and is typically strongly elevated throughout both synaptic and nonsynaptic regions, with nonsynaptic expression greatly obscuring localized synaptic expression (Fig. 7B) . Similarly, Dock is concentrated at wild-type NMJs in a pattern resembling Dlg (Fig. 7C) , but is grossly mislocalized throughout mtg mutant muscle, with aberrantly high expression in nonsynaptic regions (Fig. 7C) . Finally, dPix is detected at the lowest levels among the PSD proteins examined, but is enriched at NMJ boutons in wild-type terminals (Fig.  7D) . dPix synaptic expression is consistently weaker than control in mtg mutants, but without the gross mislocalization characterizing dPak and Dock expression (Fig. 7D) . These results show that loss of MTG disrupts the post-synaptic localization of all the known molecular players regulating GluR localization. 1 embryonic extracts. In the mtg mutant, Dlg and Dock levels are not detectably altered, but dPak levels (bottom gel) are significantly increased (n = 4).
We therefore next performed Western blot analyses of Dlg, dPak, and Dock protein to determine whether the changes in mtg tissue localization/distribution is correlated with alterations in overall protein levels. An obvious caveat to these studies is that changes in protein expression levels at synapses, or even within the muscle, may not be detectable at the whole embryo level. Protein extracts from mature (20-22 h) wild-type and mtg 1 -null mutant embryos were probed with Western blots for each of these proteins (Fig. 7E) . Strong positive bands were detected for all proteins, with dPak signal present in two bands. There was no detectable change in either Dlg or Dock protein levels in mtg 1 mutants compared with control. In contrast, dPak protein levels were clearly and consistently elevated in mtg 1 over control (n = 4) (Fig. 7E) . These results suggest that the altered post-synaptic expression of Dlg and Dock may represent protein mislocalization, whereas the altered post-synaptic expression of dPak may be caused by both mislocalization and overexpression.
MTG is required presynaptically for post-synaptic differentiation
The presynaptic neuron is both necessary and sufficient to induce post-synaptic differentiation at the Drosophila NMJ synapse (Broadie and Bate 1993a,b) . Our results strongly suggest that MTG is localized within the motor nerve terminal, secreted into the synaptic cleft to bind extracellular GlcNAc, and plays a role in forming/stabilizing the cleft matrix, which induces post-synaptic differentiation. This hypothesis is further supported in that the post-synaptic targeting of the entire dPix-dPak-DL-G-Dock pathway regulating GluR domain is disrupted in mtg mutants. To directly test this hypothesis, we transgenically expressed the UAS-mtg-RNAi construct under the control of ubiquitous, neuronal-specific, and muscle-specific drivers to determine the presynaptic requirement for MTG in regulating this post-synaptic pathway (Fig. 8) .
Ubiquitous mtg RNAi expression (UH1-Gal4/UASmtg-RNAi) significantly reduces embryonic mtg mRNA levels detected by RT-PCR, and results in late second instar lethality (Fig. 8A) , indicating a strong hypomorphic mtg condition. Ubiquitous mtg RNAi consistently decreases NMJ synaptic levels of Dlg and GluRs (GluRIIC) (Fig. 8B) , as well as dPak and dPix (data not shown), in late second instar larvae. RNAi larval muscle does not display obviously mislocalized or elevated nonsynaptic protein localization, in contrast to the mtg 1 embryonic mutant. To determine whether this difference in RNAi phenotype severity is developmental, or due to different levels of mtg function, we further assayed postsynaptic protein localization at UH1-GAL4 UAS-mtg RNAi embryonic NMJs. These RNAi embryos also display reduced NMJ expression levels of GluRIIC, dPak, and Dlg compared with controls, but these post-synaptic proteins again are not grossly mislocalized (Supplementary Fig. S3 ). The RNAi synaptic expression phenotype appears highly similar in embryonic and larval NMJs, but is less severe than for embryonic mtg 1 genetic mutants, for which some synaptic proteins are also grossly mislocalized. Although the reason for this difference is unclear, it likely reflects the complete loss of function in the mtg 1 mutant compared with the partial loss of function RNAi condition. These results clearly show the role of MTG in post-synaptic development by an independent genetic method, and demonstrate a maintained requirement for MTG in the regulation of the dPix/dPak/ Dlg/GluR pathway during post-embryonic synaptic development.
To test the prediction that presynaptically secreted MTG is required for post-synaptic differentiation, mtg RNAi was targeted to the presynaptic neuron under the control of the neuronal-specific elav-Gal4 driver in the mtg 1 /+ heterozygous background (elav-Gal4/+; UASmtg-RNAi/mtg 1 ) (Fig. 8C) . The presynaptic RNAi animals show reduced larval and adult viability, though substantial numbers of viable adults survive. Examination of dPix, dPak, Dock, Dlg, and GluRs in the third instar larvae shows that NMJ expression levels of each protein is decreased in parallel and to a comparable degree, compared with driver controls (Fig. 8C) . Again, the larval presynaptic loss-of-function phenotype is manifested as a loss of post-synaptic expression level for each post-synaptic protein, rather than protein mislocalization. Heterozygote mtg 1 /TM3 synaptic protein staining was not detectably reduced from control (data not shown), indicating the elav; RNAi phenotype is specific to a neuronal loss of function. The severity of the PSD expression phenotypes is comparable for presynaptic RNAi and ubiquitous RNAi larvae (Fig. 8B,C) , a result predicted if MTG's requirement is in the presynaptic neuron. In contrast, mtg RNAi expression targeted in post-synaptic muscle (MHC-Gal4/+; UAS-mtg RNAi) had no effect on larval or adult viability, and caused no detectable change in any post-synaptic protein expression at the NMJ (Supplementary Fig. S3 ). These results demonstrate that only presynaptic MTG is required for the post-synaptic localization of GluRs, and all proteins known to function upstream of GluR localization, and indicate that presynaptically released MTG plays a critical role in inducing post-synaptic assembly during embryonic synaptogenesis, and has a maintained role in post-embryonic synapse maturation.
Discussion
MTG is required for synaptic cleft matrix formation and post-synaptic assembly
The mind the gap (mtg) gene was isolated in an unbiased forward Drosophila genetic screen for novel mutants blocking functional differentiation of the glutamatergic NMJ synapse. This screen has now revealed numerous novel genes and mechanisms regulating pre-or post-synaptic development (Featherstone et al. 2002 Rohrbough et al. 2004; Huang et al. 2006 ), including GluR subunits and genes regulating functional receptor expression (Featherstone et al. 2002 . Loss of mtg results in a severe, ∼80% loss of GluR function at the NMJ. Notably, this phenotype represents the most severe mutant GluR impairment ever reported, with the exception of genetic mutants for the requisite GluR subunits (IIC-IIE) themselves Qin et al. 2005) . MTG is expressed neuronally and localized synaptically, contains a well-conserved secretory signal sequence, and is secreted and binds GlcNAc in vitro. These findings support the working hypothesis that MTG is secreted into the synaptic cleft to bind ECM glycosaminoglycans (GAG) or proteoglycans (PG) during glutamatergic synaptogenesis.
The mtg developmental expression profile closely parallels the timing of NMJ synapse formation and functional differentiation. Expression increases sharply with initial nerve-muscle contact (12-13 h after fertilization), and peaks at 16-17 h, correlating with post-synaptic GluR domain assembly (15-17 h) (Broadie and Bate 1993c) . MTG protein is concentrated in embryonic neurons, and becomes increasingly localized with development to NMJ synaptic domains, and to other cell adhesion sites such as muscle attachment sites, where many synaptic signaling (Pix, Pak, integrins) and scaffold proteins (Dlg) are colocalized. MTG is found in the presynaptic terminal and post-synaptic SSR, clearly detected within the extracellular synaptic cleft domain, consistent with presynaptic secretion as well as a transsynaptic regulatory role. In the absence of MTG, post-synaptic GluR puncta apposed to the presynaptic terminal are lost, and GluRs are dispersed in the nonsynaptic mem- brane, resulting in profound functional transmission loss. The mislocalized GluRs appear nonfunctional based on the muscle response to exogenously applied glutamate, which demonstrates a dramatic overall loss of functional cell surface GluRs. All PSD proteins known to act in the upstream GluR regulatory pathways (dPix, dPak, Dlg, Dock) (Parnas et al. 2001; Albin and Davis 2004) are severely reduced or mislocalized in mtg mutants, indicating that MTG acts at an upstream organizing step required to establish this cascade of postsynaptic interactions. The loss of synaptic cleft matrix material at mtg mutant synapses indicates first, that MTG is required for this signaling domain to be established, and second, suggests that this domain has an important inductive, instructive role in post-synaptic assembly.
We have not yet succeeded in genetically rescuing the mtg mutant with a wild-type copy of the mtg gene. Since mtg is present at low overall levels during much of development, it is likely that mtg expression timing and/or level must be precisely regulated for normal protein function and animal viability. Transgenic rescue with tissue-targeted Gal4-driven mtg expression may therefore result in a deleterious overexpression condition. Transgenically expressed mtg RNAi, however, phenocopies mtg mutant phenotypes. Ubiquitous mtg RNAi causes early lethality and defective post-synaptic assembly, with reduced synaptic localization of GluRs and other upstream regulatory proteins. These phenotypes are more severe in the mtg 1 mutant, which exhibits lethality at the hatching stage, and also nonsynaptic mislocalization of post-synaptic proteins. Therefore, the findings are consistent with the expected effects of RNAi as a partial loss-of-function condition. Most conclusively, targeted RNAi knockdown of MTG in the presynaptic neuron impairs post-synaptic differentiation and the assembly of GluR domains with a similar severity to the ubiquitous RNAi condition. In contrast, muscle-targeted mtg RNAi has no detectable effect on movement or animal viability, and does not cause any detectable synaptic impairment or defects in post-synaptic assembly. Taken together, these results support the identity of the mtg gene and suggest that presynaptically secreted MTG protein is required for post-synaptic development. We conclude that MTG is a critical element in the presynaptic inductive mechanism.
MTG is a secreted protein predicted to bind extracellular synaptic proteoglycans
MTG has a cysteine-rich carbohydrate-binding module (CBM) with homology with ChtBDs found in peritrophic matrix proteins, lectins, and other known ECM proteins. This domain contains six conserved cysteines predicted to form three disulfide bridges within a ␤-folded carbohydrate-binding structure that binds GlcNAc moieties. Lectins that specifically bind GlcNAc (WGA) and GalNAc (DBA, VVA) are commonly used synaptic cleft or post-synaptic markers at the vertebrate NMJ (Martin 2003b ). Here we confirm that WGA-binding targets are localized to Drosophila NMJ boutons, and that extracted MTG protein binds GlcNAc in vitro, suggesting that MTG recognizes GlcNAc-containing target(s) in the synaptic cleft. Drosophila S2 cells transformed with MTG-GFP secrete the protein, which accumulates both on the outer surface of the cells and in the medium, supporting its extracellular localization. However, we have not yet succeeded in replicating the GlcNAc binding with purified MTG protein, the ideal experiment to confirm and further probe the binding specificity. GlcNAc-containing carbohydrate and GAG scaffolds (e.g., chitin, hyaluronic acid [HA] , heparin) and PG (e.g., heparin sulfate, chondroitin sulfate) are components of neuronal and muscle ECM, and concentrated within the specialized synaptic cleft matrix at the NMJ and other synapses in multiple species (Martin 2003b; . It was recently shown that loss of GlcNAc transferase alters In Drosophila NMJ synaptic structure, function, and locomotory behavior (Haines and Stewart 2007) , independently demonstrating GlcNAc-mediated interactions have roles in synaptic maturation.
MTG does not share significant overall whole-sequence homology with an identified vertebrate protein.
It is increasingly recognized that many Drosophila proteins are conserved at a structural level to serve identical functions with mammalian functional homologs; among many examples are neurotrophin-like proteins and their receptors (Wilson et al. 1993; van Kesteren et al. 1998; Yuan and Ganetzky 1999; Davoli et al. 2002) and olfactory receptors (Matsunami and Amrein 2003; Benton 2006) . Several vertebrate protein families contain cysteine-rich domains with predicted structural homology with MTG, including the TGF-␤, GPH, PDGF, and NGF growth factor families (McDonald and Hendrickson 1993; Sun and Davies 1995; Hearn and Gomme 2000; Vitt et al. 2001) . CDM/ChtBD-related domains are common in other secreted protein families, including knottins, mucins and lectins. These domains contain six to 10 cysteine residues predicted to form disulfide bridges, which mediate homo-or heterodimer formation, carbohydrate binding, and extracellular ligand-target/receptor interactions (Vitt et al. 2001; Boraston et al. 2004; Desnoyers 2004) . Laminin integrin ligands contain the structurally related type-1 EGF domain, which is a site of receptor recognition and ECM binding. The consistent extracellular function of these related disulfide-forming protein domains is to mediate ECM protein interactions and ligand-receptor intercellular signaling. We propose a similar function for MTG in organizing the synaptic cleft matrix and mediating transsynaptic signaling critical for synaptogenesis.
Potential MTG function within the specialized synaptic cleft matrix domain
Null mtg mutants show a reduction or complete absence of electron-dense synaptic matrix, suggesting a loss or gross disorganization of multiple synaptic ECM components and binding proteins. To our knowledge, this is the first such cleft phenotype reported for a functional syn-aptic mutant. Vertebrate neuronal and perisynaptic ECM consists of a GAG scaffold matrix (e.g., heparin sulfate, chondroitin sulfate, HA), numerous bound proteins, laminins, and transmembrane molecules/receptors interacting with the matrix, including NCAM family proteins and integrins Viapiano and Matthews 2006) . Much less is known, however, about the mechanisms linking the synaptic cleft matrix structural and signaling environment to post-synaptic assembly. The regulation of acetylcholine receptor (AChR) expression/localization at vertebrate NMJs by the agrinagrin receptor (MusK)-rapsyn pathway provides an obvious framework for comparison (Sanes and Lichtman 2001) , although the role of agrin in post-synaptic receptor maintenance versus domain assembly has recently been redefined (Misgeld et al. 2005; Kummer et al. 2006 ). The vertebrate cholinergic NMJ is concentrated in GlcNAc-and GalNAc-containing GAG and PG, in particular secreted (agrin, perlecan) and transmembrane (syndecan) heparin sulfate proteoglycans (HSPG); laminins, which act as integrin ligands and interact directly with other membrane proteins including Ca 2+ channels (Nishimune et al. 2004) ; and ECM transmembrane receptors, including receptor tyrosine kinases (RTK) and integrins, activated by binding of ECM ligands (Sanes and Lichtman 2001; Martin 2003b; Viapiano and Matthews 2006) . Integrins represent an appealing ECM receptor-mediated link to Pix-Pak pathway activation in vertebrates, and hippocampal synapse formation and plasticity in the hippocampus (Zhang et al. 2003 Webb et al. 2007 ).
Three integrin receptor subtypes (␣PS1/␤PS, ␣PS2/ ␤PS, ␣PS3/␤PS) localize to the Drosophila NMJ, and regulate synaptic structural development and functional transmission properties, including activity-dependent plasticity (Prokop et al. 1998; Beumer et al. 1999 Beumer et al. , 2002 Rohrbough et al. 2000) . Integrins, RGD domain-containing laminins (Prokop et al. 1998) , and the secreted synaptic cleft protein Hikaru Genki (Hoshino et al. 1996 (Hoshino et al. , 1999 regulate synapse formation and ultrastructure. More recently, two synaptic HSPGs, Syndecan (Sdc) and Dallylike (Dlp), were shown to localize to the NMJ and regulate presynaptic terminal growth and AZ formation, respectively (Johnson et al. 2006) . The receptor tyrosine phosphatase dLAR is a receptor for both Sdc and Dlp and interacts with these ligands via their GAG chains (Fox and Zinn 2005) . Drosophila dystrophin has also recently been shown to localize post-synaptically (van der Plas et al. 2006) , and form a synaptic glycoprotein complex with extracellular dystroglycan (Dekkers et al. 2004 ). Surprisingly, Drosophila dystrophin regulates presynaptic properties, but not post-synaptic GluR expression (van der Plas et al. 2006) . Our studies do not suggest that MTG is a major structural component of the synaptic cleft matrix, but rather that MTG has a necessary role in organizing the broader structure and transsynaptic signaling capabilities of the synaptic cleft ECM. If this hypothesis is correct, the severity of the mtg mutant phenotypes may be due to a disruption of multiple transsynaptic signaling pathways.
Models for MTG synaptic function
Our findings suggest that interactions between MTG and its GAG/PG-binding partner(s) in the synaptic cleft matrix are linked to the activation and localization of PSD signaling pathways. Protein localization/binding studies and three-dimensional structural models suggest that the cleft domain is a dense GAG scaffold extensively linked by secreted matrix PG, including chondroitin sulfate PG (tenascins, lecticans, phosphacans), and HSPGs (perlecan, ␤-glycans, agrins), as well as by transmembrane HSPGs (syndecans, systroglycans), GPIlinked membrane-bound proteins (glypicans), NCAMs, and integrins (Ohtsuka et al. 2000; Yamaguchi 2000; Martin 2003a; Viapiano and Matthews 2006) . This matrix could act in part to sterically trap or limit lateral movement of transmembrane proteins to maintain them in the synapse. Such a mechanism could preferentially or selectively serve to localize a key upstream signaling molecule, such as dPix, thus localizing the downstream dPak-Dlg-Dock cascade necessary for GluR aggregation. Similarly, the synaptic matrix may directly inhibit GluR lateral membrane diffusion, effectively ensnaring GluRs at post-synaptic sites. In the absence of the matrix, GluR dispersal could prevent accumulation of functional puncta. Alternatively, MTG may be more directly involved in forming a synaptic cleft signaling environment that allows signal molecules and/or receptors to be properly presented or anchored. It is also possible that MTG may function directly as an inductive signal by binding to an unidentified receptor. For example, synaptic localization of Dock requires its interaction with an unidentified SH2 domain-containing RTK (Albin and Davis 2004) , but the identity of this RTK or its effectors is unknown.
MTG is required for the post-synaptic localization/activation of the dPix-dPak-Dock-Dlg pathways. dPix binds to and is required to localize dPak; dpix and dpak mutants equally reduce synaptic Dlg level, and essentially eliminate formation of the post-synaptic SSR domain where these proteins reside (Parnas et al. 2001; Albin and Davis 2004) . A dPak-Dock interaction is required to regulate synaptic levels of A-class GluRs (Albin and Davis 2004) . The GluR phenotypes of dpix, dpak, and dock mutants are all similar, reducing A-class GluRs by ∼50%. These mutants are nevertheless viable through larval development in the near absence of dPix, dPak, or Dock, and NMJ synaptic transmission strength in basal evoked recordings is normal, due in large part to compensatory mechanisms leading to increased transmitter release (Albin and Davis 2004) . In studies in mature larvae, dpix, dpak, and dock mutations cause decreased expression level of post-synaptic proteins (Parnas et al. 2001; Albin and Davis 2004) , without the dramatic mislocalization phenotypes characteristic of mtg functional null mutants at the embryonic NMJ. However, we show that strong MTG knockdown by RNAi in embryos and larvae causes a loss of post-synaptic protein levels that appears comparable with the phenotype in dpix and dpak mutant larvae ( Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press on November 7, 2016 -Published by genesdev.cshlp.org Downloaded from 2004). These findings suggest that the greater severity of the mtg 1 mutant phenotype is likely due to a more severe loss of MTG function in the null condition, rather than simply due to a developmental disruption during the embryonic synaptogenesis period. Alternatively, since loss of MTG affects synaptic localization of both dPak and Dock individually, the full loss-of-function mtg phenotype severity may result from an additive block of several branches of the intertwined post-synaptic differentiation pathways.
Future directions
Our hypothesis is that presynaptically secreted MTG establishes the synaptic cleft matrix signaling environment required for transsynaptic ligand-receptor pathways inducing post-synaptic differentiation. Several questions must next be addressed to test this hypothesis. One goal is to thoroughly test the GlcNAc binding specificity of MTG using purified protein and competitive binding assays. The future task will be to identify GlcNAc-containing GAG-or PG-binding target(s) of MTG resident in the synaptic cleft. Synaptic labeling with carbohydrate-specific lectins and matrix-specific antibodies (Martin 2003b) , and genetically/pharmacologically altering synaptic protein glycosylation (Haines and Stewart 2007) , will identify predicted glycosylated matrix components and potential targets. Site-directed mutational analysis of the key disulfide-forming cysteines in the GlcNAc-binding domain will allow us to test this domain's role in MTG function. Another major goal will be to test other known transsynaptic signal/ receptor pathways include Wg/Frz, Gbb/Wit, Syndecan/ dLAR, DG/Dystrophin and integrin ligands (Hig, laminin)/integrins. Future studies will test whether these pathway components are lost/mislocalized in mtg mutants, as predicted by our model. Genetic interactions should exist between established signaling pathways and MTG, which can be tested in double mutant combinations to determine whether mtg phenotypes result from the additive disruption of multiple signaling pathways, as predicted. Finally, MTG may itself be an anterograde transsynaptic signaling molecule acting through a postsynaptic receptor. We therefore will also pursue the potential receptor identities and assay possible signal-receptor interaction mechanisms during synaptogenesis.
Materials and methods
Drosophila genetics
The EMS screen was performed on an isogenized rucuca (ru, h, th, st, cu, sr, e, ca) third chromosome (Featherstone et al. 2000 ). Genomic DNA was isolated, digested, ligated, and used as a template for PCR. Upstream flanking genomic DNA was recovered using Sal1 to cut, and primers Plac1 (5Ј-CACCCAAGGCTCTGCTCCCACAAT-3Ј) and Plac4 (5Ј-ACTGTGCGTTAGGTCCTGTTCATTGTT-3Ј) to amplify. Downstream flanking genomic DNA was recovered using Sau3A1 and Pry1 (5Ј-CCTTAGCATGTCCGTGGGGTTTGA AT-3Ј) and Pry4 (5Ј-CAATCATATCGCTGTCTCACTCA-3Ј). For plasmid rescue, genomic DNA was digested with BamH1, ligated, and transformed into ElectroMAX DH10B Escherichia coli. Plasmids were obtained from ampicillin-resistant colonies, and sequenced using primer 5Ј2 (5Ј-TCAACAAGCAAACGTG CACTG-3Ј), yielding genomic sequence downstream from the P-element, and 37 nt downstream from the mtg P2 insertion site. To confirm the upstream genomic flanking region, P-element primer 5ЈY (5Ј-CACCTCTGACTTGAGCGTCG-3Ј) and primer mtg3F (5Ј-CTTACCGCGATTGCAACTTC-3Ј), 81 nt upstream of the insertion site, were used to PCR from mtg P3 genomic DNA. Genomic DNA from homozygous mtg 1 embryos and parental rucuca embryos was PCR-amplified and sequenced. The genes upstream of the P-element insertion site were sequenced from 3R:4069516 to 3R:4076437 and no mutation was found. The next downstream gene (CG7549) was subsequently sequenced from 3R:4082377 to 3R:4086202, which is 292 nt downstream from the final stop codon in exon 8. A C-T substitution in the fifth exon caused a Q134STOP mutation, leading to truncation of the protein ∼20% of full length. To identify mtg exons, RACE was performed using the SMART RACE cDNA Amplification Kit (Clonetech Laboratories). Total RNA was isolated from 200-300 wild-type embryos (17-19 h) in TRI ReagentR (Ambion), and DNased using Turbo DNA-free. cDNA was made using oligo dT primer and RT reagents from the SMART RACE kit. RACE fragments were amplified using kit primers at the 5Ј end, and a mtg exon 6 primer-SR60B (5Ј-GT GTTCGGCCTTTAGCTGCTGCTCCCGG-3Ј). The product was additionally amplified by nested PCR, using SR60B and a nesting primer from the SMART RACE kit. Fragments were isolated and cloned into pGEM. Clones were sequenced (Vanderbilt University Sequencing Core) and analyzed using Sequencher.
mtg RNA developmental expression was analyzed in staged embryos, larvae, and pupae collected at specified ages, following timed egg lays done on apple juice plates. Homozygous mtg P2 and Df(CA3) mutant embryos, and UAS-mtg RNAi/UH1-gal4 embryos aged 16-20 h were each collected to assay mtg RNA level. For these experiments, tissue was ground in TRI Reagent (Ambion), vortexed with chloroform, and centrifuged to isolate the RNA in the aqueous phase. RNA was precipitated with isopropanol, resuspended in RNase-free water, and measured by spectrophotometer. Five micrograms were treated with DNase (TURBO DNA-free, Ambion). RNA concentrations were measured again and either 0.05, 0.1, and 0.25 µg (for the time line) or 0.1, 0.2, and 0.5 µg (for the RNAi) was used in RT-PCR reactions using the Titan One-Tube RT-PCR kit (Roche) and primers to mtg exons 4 and 6 to obtain a 458-nt band (mtg forward primer, 5Ј-TTGGTGGGCGTACTTCCATC-3Ј; reverse primer, 5Ј-TTTTCACGTGGCCAACCCG-3Ј). Control primers to PFK mRNA were forward primer, 5Ј-GTCTGAACATCGTGATT GTGG-3Ј, and reverse primer, 5Ј-GCAGTGTGCGTTTGGT AC-3Ј, giving rise to a 675-nt band. Product was measured using ImageJ to outline and quantify gel band mean intensity obtained with the 0.05-µg template amount.
Bioinformatics
Sequence data were analyzed using Sequencher (GeneCodes) and genes contained within the sequence were identified using FlyBase and GeneBrowse at FlyBase (Grumbling and Strelets 2006) . Sequences were identified using BLAST and BLASTP at the NCBI site (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov). Protein domain and structural comparisons were made within the following sites: InterProScan (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/InterProScan), ProDom (http://prodom.prabi.fr/prodom/current/html/form.php), ScanProSite (http://us.expasy.org/tools/scanprosite), and Knottin database (http://knottin.cbs.cnrs.fr). The signal peptide was identified by the SignalP server at the Center for Biological Sequence Analysis (http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/SignalP). The disorder plot was generated using the DISOPRED2 Disorder Prediction Server (http://bioinf.cs.ucl.ac.uk/disopred). Clustal alignment of GlcNAc-binding domains was obtained from searches for conserved domains in MTG at the NCBI Web site (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Structure/cdd/cdd.shtml). The predicted CBM14 domain was automatically aligned by Clustal with a variety of CBM14-containing proteins. We then aligned the MTG CBM14, using ClustalW (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/clustalw).
Expression of MTG-GFP recombinant protein in S2 (D.mel-2) cells
A full-length cDNA obtained by RACE cloning, comprising all eight exons of mtg, was cloned into pMT-tauGFP from the Drosophila Genomics Resource Center (Bunch et al. 1988 ). The pMT vector was digested with EcoR1 and BamH1 to remove the tau gene, and mtg cDNA was ligated in to make an in-frame GFP fusion. Drosophila D.mel-2 cells (Invitrogen) were grown at 27°C on glass coverslips in Drosophila-SFM (serum-free medium; Invitrogen) supplemented with 16.5 mM L-glutamine. Cells were transfected in six-well plates with 2 µg of pMTmtgGFP or pMT-tauGFP or no vector (uninduced), using 10 µL cellfectin per millilter (Invitrogen). Expression was induced after 24 h with 0.7-1.4 mM CuSO 4 . Cells were fixed for imaging 48-72 h after induction. For Western analysis of protein expression and secretion, cell-conditioned culture medium (supernatant) from mtg-GFP-and tau-GFP-expressing cultures was collected using a wide-mouthed pipette, centrifuged to remove all cells and cell debris, and concentrated ∼10-fold using Microcon YM-30 centrifugal filter devices. Cells were then removed and harvested from the dishes in PBS using a wide-mouthed pipette, collected by centrifugation, and homogenized in PBS buffer (pH 7.4) containing 1% igepal, 2.5 mM EGTA, and Roche miniprotease inhibitor. Lysate was centrifuged to remove insoluble material. Approximately 100 µg of protein were analyzed by PAGE using 5% ␤-mercaptoethanol. The gel was transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane and probed using anti-GFP antibody (Abcam).
RNAi constructs and transgenic lines
The UAS-mtg RNAi construct was made from genomic DNA, using primers to exons 5 and 7 (mtgex5Eco, 5Ј-TCTGAATTC GGTCAATCCACCCGTGCAAC-3Ј; mtgex7Bam, 5Ј-CTTTAG GGGGATCCATTACCTAATATAAATTAGTAAAC-3Ј), and from cDNA by RT-PCR using primers to exons 5 and 6 (mtgex5Xba, 5Ј-CCATCTAGAGGTCAATCCACCCGTGCAA C-3Ј; mtgex6Bam, 5Ј-ATTGGATCCCTTGGACACCTTGTGC TCCGC-3Ј). DNA was ligated as an inverted repeat genomic/ cDNA hybrid, and ligated into the Drosophila expression vector pUAST. Transgenic lines were established using standard approaches, and the following genetic combinations were used to analyze RNAi knockdown lethality and synaptic phenotypes (Genetics Services, Inc.): elav-gal4/+ or Y; mtg 1 /UAS-mtg RNAi, UH1-gal4/UAS-mtg RNAi, UH1-gal4, mtg 1 /UAS-mtg RNAi, MHC-Gal4/+; UAS-mtg RNAi/+.
Western blot analyses and GlcNAc-binding assays
Antibodies were generated against three peptide sequences in the MTG protein: (1) two rabbit sera (1A and 1B, Washington Biotechnology, Inc.), against GLYADTDLGCMVFHVCALTD DGMV, located within the predicted GlcNAc-binding domain; (2) two rabbit sera (2A and 2B, Washington Biotechnology, Inc.), against EQRSMPKEDHEHVVPAEAEQQLSN from the C terminus; and (3) guinea pig serum (52, Open Biosystems) against peptide YLQFEEPKFDLKD, located between the Gln-rich and Thr-rich domains. For GlcNAc-binding experiments, we adapted reported methods (Kitamura et al. 2005) . Two-hundred wild-type or homozygous Df(3R)CA3 embryos were selected at ∼16-20 h of development, frozen at −80°C, and ground in lysis buffer (PBS at pH 7.2, containing 1.54 mM K + , 1% igepal, 0.25 mM EGTA, 1× Roche Complete miniprotease inhibitor). Lysate was centrifuged, and the pellet was incubated with GlcNAcAgarose beads (Sigma) in lysis buffer for 2 h at room temperature. The beads were then centrifuged to remove lysate, and washed three times in PBS (pH 7.2). Half of the washed beads were kept at −80°C, and the remainder were incubated in 20 mM N,NЈ-diacetylchitobiose overnight at 4°C to elute GlcNAcbound proteins. The beads and eluate were separated by centrifugation. Total lysate, washed beads, and eluate were boiled in NuPAGER LDS sample buffer (Invitrogen) and analyzed by SDS-PAGE. Gels were either stained for total protein with NOVEX stainer B or Colloidal Blue (Invitrogen), or transferred to PROTRAN membrane (Perkin-Elmer), blocked with Odyssey blocking buffer (LI-COR Biosciences), probed with anti-MTG 52, and visualized using IRDye800-conjugated anti-guinea pig (Rockland) with an Odyssey scanner. For deglycosylation, total lysate, bead-bound, and eluate protein fractions were each deglycosylated prior to SDS-PAGE using the Enzymatic CarboRelease Kit (QA-Bio), which removes all N-linked oligosaccharides and many O-linked oligosaccharides.
For Western blots of post-synaptic proteins, 50 OR (control) and 50 mtg 1 /mtg 1 embryos staged at 20-22 h were collected, frozen in liquid nitrogen, and ground in lysis buffer (100 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl 2 , 10 mM HEPES, 0.5% igepal, 2.5 mM EGTA, 2% Sigma Protease Inhibitor cocktail at pH 7.0). Lysate was cleared by centrifugation, and the supernatant was added to an equal volume of Laemmli buffer with 0.2 M dithiothreitol, boiled, loaded in triplicate on 4%-20% NuPAGE bis-tris polyacrylamide gels (Invitrogen), and run in MES SDS buffer (Invitrogen). Proteins were transferred to PROTRAN nitrocellulose membranes. Anti-Dlg (Mab4F3) was used at 1/4000, anti-dPak at 1/2000, and anti-Dock at 1/1000. Secondary detection was with HRP-conjugated anti-mouse (Dlg) or anti-rabbit (dPak and Dock), and Supersignal West Dura Peroxidase substrate, imaged on Kodak film.
Immunohistology
Immunocytochemistry of mature control and mutant embryos and larvae was carried out as described previously (Featherstone et al. 2002; Rohrbough et al. 2004) . In all experiments, control and mutant animals were collected in parallel and dissected, processed, and imaged on the same coverslips to allow valid comparison of staining features. Unhatched (20-22 h) embryos were screened and dissected as described below. Larvae were examined at either late second or late third instar stages. Dissected preparations were fixed for 15-30 min in Bouins (picric acid) fixative, washed for >1 h in PBS-TX, and stained with primary antibody either overnight at 4°C, or for 2 h at room temperature. Central neurons, peripheral axons, and presynaptic NMJ terminals were visualized with Texas Red-conjugated anti-HRP (1:200, Molecular Probes). Presynaptic vesicle staining was examined using antibodies against Synaptotagmin I (rabbit, 1:500) and CSP (mouse, 1:500). GluR clusters were visualized with rabbit anti-GluRIIC (1:500, embryo; 1:2000, larva) and anti-GluRIID (1:500). Post-synaptic density protein staining was visualized by mouse anti-DLG (1:500, Iowa Hybridoma Bank), mouse anti-dPix (1:20 to 1:100), rabbit anti-dPak (1:500), and rabbit anti-Dock (1:500). Primary antibody staining was visualized with Alexa-conjugated secondary probes (1:400 to 1:500, 2 h at room temperature; Molecular Probes). Cultured S2 cells adhered to glass cover slips were fixed for 10-15 h in 4% paraformaldehyde in serum-free S2 medium. Slips containing cells were subsequently processed and stained in either detergent-containing (0.5% Triton X) or detergent-free PBS. Slips were stained with anti-GFP primary (rabbit, 1:1000) and Alexa 568 anti-rabbit secondary. Vectashield was used as the imaging medium for all fluorescence microscopy. Confocally scanned images of the CNS, neuromusculature, NMJs, and stained S2 cells were acquired on a Zeiss 510 confocal microscope, using Zeiss LSM software and either 40× or 63× oil objectives. Confocal sections and Z-series projections were created and exported using LSM image examiner. Control and mutant images were processed in parallel with Adobe Photoshop software.
Electrophysiology
Staged embryos at the hatching stage (∼22 h) or newly hatched larvae were collected from agar plates, dechorionated in bleach, and washed in dH 2 O as described previously (Broadie and Bate 1993c; Rohrbough et al. 2004) . Briefly, homozygous mutants were distinguished from balanced siblings by GFP balancer expression (act-GFP or Kr-GFP). Embryos were transferred to Roger's recording saline (135 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 1.8 mM CaCl 2 , 4 mM MgCl 2 , 5 mM TES, 75 mM sucrose, 2 mM NaOH at pH 7.2), manually removed from the vitelline membrane, secured at the head and tail to sylgard-coated coverslips using surgical histoacryl glue, dissected open dorsally, and glued flat. Preparations were exposed to collagenase (1.0 mg/mL, Sigma type IV) in 0.2 mM Ca 2+ -containing saline for 1-2 min and washed with normal bath recording saline. Whole-cell patch clamp recordings were made from muscle 6 in anterior abdominal segments (A2-A4), at a holding potential of −60 mV. EJCs were evoked by segmental nerve stimulation using a glass suction electrode. Spontaneous miniature EJCs were recorded in 0.5 mM Ca 2+ -containing saline, in the presence of 0.2 µg/mL TTX. Post-synaptic glutamate responses were elicited by two methods: pressure ejection from a patch pipette containing 1 mM L-glutamate in recording saline (2-4 psi, 100-to 200-msec puff) positioned 50-100 µm from the NMJ, or by iontophoretic application (50V-60V, 2-5 msec) from sharp microelectrodes containing 100 mM L-glutamate (in dH 2 O at pH 9-10), positioned directly between muscles 6 and 7 NMJ (Rohrbough et al. 2004 ). Pressure-ejected glutamate encompassed the entire muscle cell including the NMJ. Iontophoretic glutamate application generated larger, briefer glutamate responses with highly reproducible peak amplitudes and <500 msec duration, presumably due to more rapid and effective activation of synaptic GluRs, and was used in the majority of experiments to estimate maximal post-synaptic GluR response. Mutant glutamate-evoked current amplitudes were normalized to control response amplitudes under the same application conditions to allow comparison of all experiments (Fig. 4D) . Post-synaptic currents were filtered (1-2 kHz) and acquired to disk (5-kHz sampling) using Axon Instrument hardware and computer interface, and analyzed with PClamp versions 6-8 software. Representative data traces were exported and prepared for display using Igor or standard spreadsheet and graphics software.
Electron microscopy and immuno-EM
Mutant [mtg
1
/mtg 1 and mtg 1 /Df(CA3)] and wild-type control embryos were collected at 21-22 h from timed egg lays and fixed, sectioned, and visualized in parallel using standard TEM techniques, as reported previously (Featherstone et al. 2001) . Briefly, embryos were dechorionated with bleach and removed from the vitelline membrane, and the anterior and posterior ends were excised in 5% glutaraldehyde in 0.08 M phosphate buffer. Embryos were transferred to 2.5% glutaraldeyde in 0.08 M phosphate-buffered sucrose for 1 h, washed three times in PBS, transferred to 1% OsO 4 in dH 2 O for 1 h, and washed three times in dH 2 O. Preparations were then stained en bloc in 1% aqueous uranyl acetate for 1 h, washed three times in dH 2 O, dehydrated in an ethanol series (30%-100%), passed through propylene oxide, transferred to a 1:1 araldite:propylene oxide mixture, and removed and embedded in araldite embedding media. Ultrathin serial sections (50-60 nm) were obtained on a Leica UCT Ultracut microtome and transferred to formvarcoated grids. Grids were examined and images were collected on a Phillips CM10 TEM equipped with an AMT 2-megapixel camera. NMJs were serially sectioned, and profiles for each identified synaptic bouton were quantified in the section containing the most prominent electron-dense AZ and T-bar structures. Only sections containing a single AZ were quantified. Synaptic vesicles in the "clustered" pool were defined as those within 250 nm of the AZ. Docked vesicles were defined as those within 0.5 vesicle diameter (<20 nm) of the electron-dense AZ plasma membrane. Measurements and quantification were made using ImageJ software. Bouton and mitochondria area; number of docked, clustered, and total vesicles; and vesicle density (corrected for mitochondria area) were scored for each profile. Synaptic cleft density was qualitatively scored in the principal AZcontaining section, as well as in one to two adjacent serial sections. Post-synaptic comparison was based on high-magnificaion scoring of polyribosomes within the region directly postsynaptic to the AZ. Mean quantified parameters were statistically compared using the Mann-Whitney test, and presentation images were processed in Adobe Photoshop.
Immuno-EM of wild-type third instar larvae was performed by adapting published methods (Usuda et al. 1990; McDonald 1999; Sharp et al. 1999) . Dissected larvae were fixed for 2 h in 4% paraformaldehyde plus 0.5% glutaraldehyde, rinsed in PBS for 6 min, and passed through an ethanol series (50%, 70%, 100%; 20 min each). Propylene oxide:araldite (1:1) was used as a transition media to 100% araldite. Tissue was placed in a flat embedding mold and cured overnight in a 60°C oven. Gold thin sections were obtained from Leica UCT Ultracut microtome, using 200-mesh nickel grids on which to collect sections. Grids were blocked for 15 min with 1% BSA in DPBS (Dulbecco's), and incubated overnight at 4°C in MTG rabbit primary antibody (sera 1A, 1B, 2A, or 2B; 1/500 dilution in DPBS + 1%BSA). Grids were washed for 1 h in DPBS with Tween-20, and for 15 min in TRIS buffer with 0.05% Tween-20, blocked for 15 min with 1% BSA in TRIS buffer, and incubated for 1 h at room temperature in secondary antibody conjugated to 10-or 25-nm gold particles (1/25 dilution, Aurion). Grids were washed for 15 min in TRIS buffer + 0.05% Tween-20, washed again for 15 min in dH 2 O, and blotted dry. Sections were stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate, and examined and imaged as for TEM. Grain scoring and grain density measurements were quantified in ImageJ by outlining the areas of the presynaptic bouton, post-synaptic SSR, and surrounding nonsynaptic muscle tissue in each profile. AZ localized grains were defined as those within a 250-nm radius half-circular area (0.098 µm 2 ) centered on the AZ synaptic cleft, and included both extracellular and presynaptic grains. Background grain counts and density measurements were made in preparations incubated in immunogold as above (1/25 dilution), without exposure to anti-MTG primary antibody.
